NOW has already violated the law by not publicly releasing the names of successful and unsuccessful tag applications as required in NAC 502.4205.

By law, in accordance with NAC 502.211 you could only opt out a SELLABLE LIST.

Now NOW wants to change this NAC to make all names including successful and unsuccessful confidential.

Listen to this in NOW's required response for their Small Business Impact Statement sent to LCB:

# It is crucial to the Administration of the Department

  business, NOW

I say it is critical to defeat this regulation change for 95% of Sportsmen that want the successful and unsuccessful made public,

But: it is critical for NOW to pass this regulation change to give them the ability to return to their fraud, abuse, and illegal acts and ability to create a monetary incentive for the illegal use of tags — as their Legislative Audit so clearly depicted.

This is what you get with no transparency!

Otherwise why would you want to do something the majority of Sportsmen want!

Therefore vote NO on this Regulation change!
Transparency is the only way we can make sure Sportsmen get an honest drawing!

Otherwise NDOW can do whatever they want and there will be no witnesses. If this regulation change passes, there will be no other methods for Sportsmen to see the successful/ unsuccessful lists forever.

Thank you